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The General Administration has
spent this week in preparing for
the provincial and district
chapters which the assistants
will be attending in the coming
year.
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One year ago Australian Publisher ATF had announced the
imminent publication of the “Letters from the Marist
Missionaries in Oceania (1836-1854)”, which had then been
delayed. Now ATF has announced that the book will be
published this March. The book is the English translation of
the “Lettres reçues d’Océanie”, the anthology of the 10
volumes of letters from the Marist Missionaries in Oceania
edited by Fr Charles Girard. The translation is the result of
the work mainly done by members of the New Zealand and
Australian provinces, guided by Fr Alois Greiler. Those who
are interested in purchasing the 875 pages book can contact
directly the publisher, ATF Theology. http://atfpress.com/atf-theology/letters-fromthe-marist-missionaries-in-oceania-1836-1854.html
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The press oﬃce of the Marist Brothers’ General House has released a new video in
preparation for Celebrations of the Bicentenary of the Fourvière Pledge. The video
includes interviews with members of the General Administrations of the four religious
branches of the Marist Family. The video can be viewed on the website for the
Bicentenary of the Fourvière Pledge, www.maristinter.org (in the section video
gallery), in English, French, Spanish and Portuguese.
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This week our YouTube account for young
people (maristyouthint) has reached 50,000
videos viewed - more than 2200 hours. 350 short
videos have been uploaded. In the top ten are
the Introduction to Catholic Theology by Fr John
Thornhill with subtitles in Spanish and
Portuguese (with 20,000 views), a course on
Christology, another on the Bible, and vocational
testimonies of Marists. Most visitors come from
Mexico, Brazil and Unites States. At the moment we are presenting a series
Dialogues on Mercy with Fr François Drouilly, in French, English and Spanish. Visit the
Maristyouthint channel: http://www.youtube.com/user/maristyouthint.

